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,e intrusion detection system is designed to discover the abnormal behavior of the network system, but it has the problems of low
detection accuracy, inability to perform fine detection, and huge time cost. ,erefore, it is necessary to design a fast and accurate
intrusion detection system.,erefore, this paper proposes a multigranularity feature generation +XGBOOSTmethod to improve
the intrusion detection system. First, we propose a multigranularity feature generation algorithm, which converts all features into
discrete features with different numbers of categories. Different numbers of categories represent different granularities.We believe
that the combination of multiple different granular features can achieve better accurate attack detection. ,en, we use the
proposed method to perform experimental verification on the four datasets of KDD99, NSL-KDD, UNSW_NB15, and CSE-CIC-
IDS2018. For the KDD99 dataset, detection rates of 100%, 100%, and 99.43% can be achieved in the two-category, five-category,
and multicategory tasks, respectively; for the NSL-KDD dataset, detection rates of 100%, 100%, and 90.84% can be achieved in the
two-category, five-category, and multicategory tasks, respectively; for the UNSW_NB15 dataset, 100% detection rate can be
achieved in the second and tenth categories; for the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset, 100% detection rate can be achieved in the third
classification. Experiments show that the proposed algorithm can achieve accurate and precise detection. Finally, we experiment
with the multigranularity feature generation algorithm on multiple classifiers and multiple datasets to prove the generalization
ability of the proposed feature generation algorithm and compare the proposed algorithm with the CFS algorithm to prove the
efficiency of the algorithm.

1. Introduction

With the development of the Internet, the number of
netizens is gradually increasing, which will lead to a larger
and more complex network, which puts forward higher
requirements for the transmission rate and security of the
Internet. At the same time, a variety of new attack techniques
emerge in an endless stream, which poses a higher challenge
to the network security system. ,erefore, how to design a
fast, efficient, and accurate prevention system is the primary
problem that researchers have to solve at present.

Various systems have been designed in the past to
identify and prevent Internet-based attacks. ,e most

important system is the intrusion detection system (IDS),
which can effectively resist external attacks. IDS can detect
different types of attacks in network communications, but
traditional firewalls cannot resist these attacks well. ,e
intrusion detection system is based on the assumption that
the behavior of the intruder is different from that of the
legitimate user to identify and prevent the attack. Generally
speaking, IDS is roughly divided into two types, anomaly
detection system and misuse detection system, according to
its detection method. ,erefore, the development of an
intrusion detection system can effectively prevent attacks
and intrusions.
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Intrusion detection can be considered as a classification
problem in data mining. For classification problems, the
general processing flow consists of four steps: data pre-
processing, feature engineering, model building, and model
evaluation. Data preprocessing and feature engineering play
a key role in the effectiveness of the detection system. Good
feature engineering greatly improves the accuracy of in-
trusion detection and reduces time cost.

To reduce model complexity, improve detection accu-
racy, and save time, many feature engineering methods are
used in the field of intrusion detection to reduce the features
of the dataset; that is, only some of the features of the original
dataset are selected. Ganapathy et al. [1] made a good
summary of the feature selection method and divided the
feature selection method into stepwise feature removal
method, improved feature selection algorithm based on
mutual information, feature selection based on conditional
random field, and wrapper based methods of genetic feature
selection. Some scholars use other feature selectionmethods,
such as information gain [2], CFS feature selection [3], RFS
feature selection method [4], symmetrical uncertainty (SU)
feature measurement method [5], and F-test [6]. Although
these methods can reduce features, they also lose some
information. It is also a good choice to improve the accuracy
of intrusion detection without losing or increasing the
characteristic information.

Different feature engineering methods will get different
features, which need to be combined with classification al-
gorithms to achieve intrusion detection. Based on the more
classic datasets NSL-KDD and KDD99 in the field of in-
trusion detection, scholars have studied two-class detection,
such as whether the detection is normal or abnormal
[3, 7–10], to detect whether there is a DOS attack [11, 12].
Some scholars have carried out five classification tests,
namely, Normal, Dos, Probe, U2R, and R2L [5, 9, 13], but this
part of the research is relatively small. More detailed classi-
fication detection based on five classifications is even rarer.

For an intrusion detection system, if you know about
anomalous attacks, it will undoubtedly be more valuable for
security protection to know more accurate methods of in-
trusion attacks. However, this part of the research is scarcer
than the two-class detection and the five-class detection.,e
current research has the method of Iwendi C. et al. [3]. ,ey
performed more accurate classification detection on the
basis of two classifications. ,ey used CFS for feature se-
lection and then used ensemble learning algorithms for
classification. Although CFS reduces features, the time cost
of this algorithm is too high when selecting features.

So we hope to propose a faster feature generation
method, and the intrusion detection system based on this
method can perform more refined and accurate intrusion
detection. In order to verify the performance of the im-
proved intrusion detection system, we have used multiple
datasets on multiple classifiers to conduct different degrees
of experimental verification.

,e main contributions of this article include the
following:

(1) For discrete features in the intrusion detection
dataset, the CatboostEncoder method is used to
perform feature conversion

(2) A multigranularity feature generation (mgfg) algo-
rithm for feature generation of network intrusion
datasets is proposed

(3) An mgfg +Xgboost method for network intrusion
detection is proposed

(4) ,e multigranularity feature generation (mgfg) al-
gorithm is combined with the classifier algorithm to
prove the effectiveness of the mgfg algorithm to
generate features

(5) It can not only realize the detection of normal flow
and abnormal flow but also realize more refined
detection

(6) On the basis of not using other sampling techniques
or data enhancement methods, the problem of data
imbalance is basically solved

,e remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 mainly reviews related research on intrusion de-
tection; Section 3 mainly discusses the proposed method;
Section 4 introduces the dataset used and conducts exper-
iments to verify the proposed algorithm; Section 5 is ded-
icated to discussion, mainly the algorithm comparison;
Section 6 gives the conclusion and future work prospects.

2. Related Research

In this section, first, we introduce the research of supervised
learning algorithms in machine learning in the related fields
of intrusion detection and then the application research of
unsupervised learning algorithms. ,e last part introduces
the research progress of deep learning technology.

In the research of applying machine learning algorithms
in intrusion detection systems, scholars apply certain feature
selection methods to select features, then select a certain
classificationmethod, and finally conduct a two-class or five-
class experiment. For example, Panda proposed a new hy-
brid data mining method [7], specifically combining mutual
Bayes and decision trees to propose the NBDT algorithm,
combining the decision tree with the farthest traversal to
propose the DTFF algorithm, and combining NNGE
(nonnested generalized exemplars) with JRip (extended
repeated incremental pruning) to propose the NNJR algo-
rithm; the FFT and NNGE algorithm were combined to
propose the FFNN algorithm; and the Bayesian belief net-
work (BBN) and Tabu search were combined to propose the
NNGE algorithm. Finally, the NSL-KDD algorithm was
tested and verified, and a high abnormal detection rate was
achieved. However, only two classification experiments were
carried out on the KDD99 and NSL-KDD datasets, and no
multiclass verification was carried out. In addition, the
detection rate of this method for normal network access can
reach 98%, but the detection rate for abnormal attacks is
about 70%. Similarly, S. Sivanantham combined the tradi-
tional machine learning algorithm naive Bayes and random
tree algorithm with enhancement technology and proposed
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the Ada +NB algorithm and ADA+RT algorithm and also
proposed the CBFWNB algorithm for weighting features [8].
,e CBFWNB algorithm assigns weights to each feature
value, not to each feature, so it is not a feature weighting
method in the strict sense but a feature value weighting
method. ,en, the three algorithms are used to verify In-
trusion Detection Kaggle Dataset and NSL-KDD dataset.
Higher accuracy rate and detection rate and lower false
alarm rate were achieved. ,e same problem is that no
experiments were performed on more refined categories.

D. Sudaroli [14] focused on the applicability of tradi-
tional machine learning algorithms in wireless intrusion
detection systems, introduced many methods to reduce false
alarm rates, and verified them on the AWID dataset.
However, the detection accuracy is not high. After that, he
used the embedded ridge-based decrease method on the
AWID dataset [15] to select features and used the ensemble
classifier for classification, with an accuracy of 99.94%.
Sumaiya ,aseen [16] proposed an intrusion detection
model based on Chi-square feature selection and multiclass
support vector machine in 2015 and then established an
intrusion detection model using Chi-square feature selection
and support vector machine and improved naive Bayes and
LPBoost in 2017 [17]. However, only a good detection result
was achieved on NSL-KDD dataset. ,ey just verified their
algorithm on a single dataset.

For multiple types of intrusion detection, many scholars
have also provided some solutions. Basically, the multi-
classification problem is converted into multiple two-
classification problems and solved step by step. For example,
Jivitesh Sharma et al. proposed a three-stage anomaly de-
tection method [18]. First, the corresponding characteristics
for each attack were selected separately. ,en, the classifier
was used to detect different types of attacks separately. Fi-
nally, softmax was used to combine the results of all the
classifiers to get the probability output of each attack type.
,e idea behind it is that the multicategory task is difficult
compared to the two-category task. ,erefore, the multi-
classification problem is divided into multiple two-classifi-
cation problems. Finally, the authors tested it on the UNSW
and KDD99 datasets. ,e experimental results showed that
the multiclass classification accuracy rates of UNSW and
KDD99 datasets reached 98.24% and 99.76%, respectively. In
addition, the weighted extremum learningmachine was used
to alleviate the problem of unbalanced attack classification
and further improve the attack performance. Finally, the
integration of ELMs was implemented in parallel by GPU,
and real-time intrusion detection was realized. Because the
algorithm was a three-stage algorithm, as the number of data
increased, the time cost of the algorithm would gradually
increase, and the corresponding hardware cost would in-
crease accordingly.

In addition, some scholars have introduced unsuper-
vised learning algorithms into the field of intrusion detec-
tion. For example, J. V. Anand Sukumar proposed an
improved genetic k-means algorithm [19] for network in-
trusion detection. ,e traditional k-means algorithm needs
to manually set the “k” value, which is quite cumbersome for
larger datasets. ,e IGKM algorithm uses a fitness function

to quickly find the optimal “k” value. ,e fitness function is
mainly measured by the intraclass distance fitness function
and the intercluster distance function. Finally, it is tested on
the KDD99 dataset. However, the limitation of this algo-
rithm is that there are only hundreds of pieces of experi-
mental data, and the final detection accuracy is only 72%,
which indicates that there is a big gap compared with the
supervised learning algorithm. But the method proposed by
Pu G. is relatively more effective. His method is to detect
known, unknown, and zero-time attacks. He proposed an
unsupervised anomaly detection method, SSC-OCSVM al-
gorithm [6], which combines subspace clustering and single-
class support vector machine; the attack can be detected
without any prior knowledge. ,e specific steps are to first
initialize a feature vector D and divide the feature space X
into N-word spaces and then use the OCSVM algorithm to
calculate a partition pi for each subspace. ,en vector D is
updated based on the basis, and, finally, vector D is sorted,
and the value of vector D is compared with a predetermined
threshold. If it is larger, the corresponding sample is con-
sidered to be an abnormal attack sample. Finally, the author
uses the NSL-KDD dataset to evaluate the proposed method.
It is verified on the three indicators of time, correct detection
rate, and error detection rate, and, compared with the k-
means algorithm and the DBSCAN algorithm, the result of
the better one is obtained. However, the problem with this
method is that it is only tested on thousands of sample sets,
and only 4 classification experiments are performed. As the
number of samples increases, this method must find a good
feature selection method to solve the time cost problem.

With the development of artificial intelligence, deep
learning technology has been introduced into various fields.
Recently, some scholars have introduced deep learning
technology into the field of intrusion detection. For example,
Ömer KASIM integrated deep learning and machine
learning algorithms and proposed the AE-SVM algorithm
[20]. Autoencoding (AE) was used for feature extraction,
and then the generated features were used in SVM; then it
was compared with the traditional SVM algorithm and the
PCA-SVM algorithm, and experiments were performed on
the CIC-IDS dataset and the NSL-KDD dataset. In the case
of unbalanced datasets, the DDoS flow detection test’s
success rate was 99.1%. However, this article only detects
DDoS attacks and does not detect more types of attacks. In
2020, B. Riyaz [21] combined the proposed feature selection
algorithm with a convolutional neural network and applied
it to an intrusion detection system. ,e overall detection
accuracy rate reached 98.88%. However, it was only verified
on the KDD99 dataset.

Vinayakumar R. and others [22] completely applied deep
learning technology network intrusion detection for five
classifications, which can detect four types of attacks. Al-
though the classification effect is better, they have not
conducted experiments on more refined attack categories.
,ey modeled network traffic events as a time series, ana-
lyzed the effectiveness of convolutional neural networks for
intrusion detection, and compared the CNN algorithm with
other algorithms. ,e results proved that, on the KDD99
dataset, the CNN-based algorithm was superior to other
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algorithms. ,ey also analyzed the effectiveness of mixing
recurrent neural networks and convolutional neural net-
works, specifically using CNN as the first layer input, then
using one-dimensional convolution and one-dimensional
pooling to generate feature vectors, and then applying re-
current neural networks or their variants operation, and
finally output the classification result. However, the results
show that this hybrid model does not improve performance
and is equivalent to CNN in most cases. Vinayakumar
R. et al. also evaluated the effectiveness of different depths of
the network for intrusion detection [23].,ey first discussed
the performance of deep belief networks and multilayer
perceptrons of different scales in the two classifications of
KDD99 and NSL-KDD datasets and compared them with
LR, NB, KNN, DT, AB, RF, and SVM. ,e results show that
the AUC value of DBN on KDD99 reaches 0.9997 and the
AUC value on the NSL-KDD dataset reaches 0.9991, which
are better than those based on traditional machine learning
algorithms. ,en they conducted a five-classification ex-
periment, and the results showed that their method had a
detection accuracy of less than 92% for the NSL-KDD and
KDD99 datasets, and it could hardly detect PROBE, U2R,
and R2L.

Recently, Sumaiya ,aseen Ikram [24] integrated
Multilayer Perceptron, Back-Propagation Network, and
Long Short-Term Memory through Xgboost. An anomaly
recognition model was established, and almost perfect de-
tection results were achieved on the UNSW-NB15 and
VIT_SPARC20 datasets, but there was no further detailed
intrusion detection classification experiment.

3. Proposed Method

,e purpose of this paper is to propose a multigranularity
feature generation (mgfg) method and apply the proposed
feature generation method to an intrusion detection system
so that IDS can achieve accurate prediction of multiple
datasets of two classifications, five classifications, and
multiple classifications. First, we use LabelEncoder encoding
to preprocess the training dataset and then use the multi-
granularity feature generation method for feature generation
to obtain features of different granularities. ,en we enter
the training classifier stage in the intrusion detection module
and finally perform the model evaluation. Our IDS carried
out not only two-class attack detection and five-class attack
detection but also multiclass attack detection. When per-
forming multiclass attack detection, some categories have
very few samples, and our method can also detect well.

,is section is divided into four stages, as shown in
Figure 1. ,e first stage is data preprocessing, which mainly
converts category labels. ,e second stage is to use the
multigranularity feature generation method for feature
generation. ,e third stage is algorithm training. Finally, in
the fourth stage, the model is evaluated.

3.1. Data Preprocessing. As the first step of our method, data
preprocessing is mainly to convert discrete type features into
continuous features through coding methods. For example,

for the KDD99 and NSL-KDD99 datasets, the three attri-
butes and category labels of “protocol_type,” “service,” and
“flag” need to be converted. For the tag column attributes,
we use the Category Encoder class in the Category_encoders
library to encode. We convert the label to a continuous
positive integer starting with 0.

3.2. Multigranularity Feature Generation Algorithm.
Although most of the intrusion detection research is to
classify by reducing the features, we believe that this will lose
the value of the data, and we add features based on the
original data. First, new columns are generated by dividing
continuous features with different equal-width bins, and
then Catboost encoding [28] is performed.

Catboost is the open source machine learning library of
Russian Yandex in 2017. Like the popular Xgboost [29] and
LightGBM [30], it is a member of the Boosting family.
Catboost solves the problems of gradient bias and prediction
shift in the Boosting family algorithm, which improves the
accuracy of prediction and solves the problem of overfitting
to a certain extent. In addition, Catboost can also process
discrete data efficiently and reasonably. ,erefore, this ar-
ticle uses Catboost to convert discrete features into nu-
merical features again and to generate more advanced
features with different granularity.

In data analysis, the commonly used data types include
continuous features and discrete features. ,e discrete
features have relatively few values and have better distin-
guishability.,erefore, there is often an operation to convert
continuous features into discrete features, which is called
discretization. Discretization operation has many advan-
tages. First, discretization can map finite individuals in
infinite space to finite space, which can improve the space-
time efficiency of the algorithm. Second, the discretized
features are highly distinguishable. Finally, the discretized
features are very robust to abnormal data.

,ere are usually five methods for the discretization of a
continuous feature: binning, histogram analysis, clustering,
decision tree analysis, and correlation analysis [27]. Rela-
tively speaking, the binning method is relatively simple.
,ere is usually equal width binning and equal frequency
binning. ,e binning method often requires the user to
specify the number of bins. Different numbers of bins will
convert a continuous feature into discrete features with
different values. ,en, when the number of bins is large, the
numerical feature column will be converted into a feature
with multiple discrete values. We believe that the feature at
this time represents a relatively fine-grained feature; simi-
larly, when the number of bins is small, we think this
represents a relatively coarse-grained feature.

,erefore, for a certain column of continuous features,
to draw the features of different degrees and different
granularities, first, we start the binning with 10 as the
number of bins and then sequentially bin by 100, 1000, and
so forth until reaching one half of the maximum value of the
continuous feature; then, the discretization-generated fea-
ture column is labeled to complete the conversion of the
continuous feature into multiple columns of features with
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different granularities. Finally, the discrete features are
vectorized; that is, the vectorized data combined with the
attack category is converted into a new continuous feature.
,e conversion here is performed by the CatboostEncoder
class. At this time, our data not only has a strong dis-
criminability of discrete features but also has a strong
correlation with the attack category. We call the above
method a multigranularity feature generation algorithm.

,e multigranularity feature generation method first
obtains the maximum value of the numerical feature in the
i-th column, as shown in formula (1), where x(i)

max represents
the maximum value of the i-th column of numerical features

and max(x(i)) represents the maximum value of the i-th
column of numerical features.

x
(i)
max � max x

(i)
 . (1)

,en, multiple new attribute columns are generated
based on the characteristics of the i-th column. ,e fol-
lowing formula of N represents a set of different granu-
larities, where α is a hyperparameter, which represents the
granularity level, and larger α will result in a coarser
granularity. In the same way, smaller α will result in a finer
granularity, and here we default α� 10.

LabelEncoder

multi-granularity feature generation method

xgboost, Catboost, Bagger, Decision Tree, Random Forest

10-Fold Cross
Validation ResultClassification Report

Normal Traffic

Attack

Normal Traffic

Attack1

Attackn

Instrution Detection Train DataSet Instrution Detection Test DataSet

Stage2: Feature generation

Stage1: Data Pre-processing

Stage3: Classifier Trainning

Stage4: Evaluation Model

...

INTRUSION DETECTION MODULE

Attack2

Figure 1: Improved intrusion detection system.
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N � ∪
+∞

r�1
αr

, (2)

where αr < sqrt(x(i)
max). Next, each element n inN is traversed

and the value in x(i) is divided into n parts of equal width
(i.e., the difference between the maximum value and the
minimum value in each group is equal). ,erefore, for every
n, a new column is generated. ,e interval of the new
column is as shown in the following equation:

w �
x

(i)
max − x

(i)
min 

n
. (3)

Formula (3) indicates that the x(i) column is divided into
n intervals of equal size. w represents the width of the in-
terval, so the boundary of the interval is [min , min + w),

[min + w, min + 2w), . . . , [min + (n − 1)w, min + nw];
then x(i) falls within an interval. ,en the n interval
boundaries are marked, and finally CatboostEncoder
encoding is performed.

x
⌢k

i �


j≤i
j�0 yj × xj �� k   − yi + prior


j≤i
j�0xj �� k

, (4)

where xk
i represents the i-th categorical feature of the k-th

training sample, xj represents the value of the j-th cate-
gorical feature, yi and yj represent the labels of the i-th and
j-th samples, respectively, and “prior” represents the
smoothing parameter.

3.2.1. Numerical Feature Processing. As shown in Figure 1,
all feature data are generally divided into continuous fea-
tures and discrete features. For each column of continuous
features, we find the maximum value in turn and use 10 as
the initial number of bins, then 100 as the number of bins,
1000 as the number of bins, and up to the maximum one half
of that. At the same time as each binning, the Catboos-
t_encoders operation is executed to convert the binning
results into continuous features again. In this way, each bin
for each column of features will add a new column of
features to the original data. ,e pseudocode of the above
process is shown in Algorithm 1, and the algorithm’s steps
are shown in Figure 2.

3.2.2. Discrete Feature Processing. For the original discrete
features in the dataset, we can directly convert them into
continuous features using Catboost_encoders encoding. ,e
detailed operation is shown in Algorithm 2 and Figure 3.

3.3. Model Training. At this stage, the model is mainly
trained using the features generated in the previous stage.
Generally speaking, the performance of the ensemble
learning model is better than that of a single weak classifier.
,erefore, the most representative Xgboost ensemble
learning classifier is selected. ,e objective function of
Xgboost is shown in the following formula, where l(yi, yi)

represents the loss function and Ω(fk) represents the
regular term. ,en the objective function is derived, and
only one tree f(t) is generated in each round. ,en the

objective function for the t-th round is shown in the fol-
lowing formula:

τ(φ) � 
i

l yi, yi(  + 
k

Ω fk( ,

τ(t)
�  l yi, y

⌢(t−1)

i + ft xi(   +Ω ft( .

(5)

,is kind of thinking transforms the problem of a
globally optimal solution into the process of seeking a locally
optimal solution at every step, which is typical greedy
thought. After that, we use Taylor Series to treat f(t) as a
variable and use the second derivative to approximate L(t).
Finally, the greedy algorithm is adopted to split from a node
and repeatedly add branches to the tree to find the best split
point. At this stage, the python toolkit Xgboost is mainly
used for training without any regulation parameter.

3.4. Model Evaluation. ,e index for evaluating the per-
formance of a classifier is generally classification accuracy.
,e commonly used evaluation indicators for two-class
classification problems are precision and recall. Usually, the
class of interest is positive, and the other classes are negative
class. ,e prediction of the classifier on the test dataset is
either correct or incorrect. ,e total number of the four
situations is recorded as follows:

(i) TP: predict the positive class as a positive class
number

(ii) FN: predict the positive class as a negative class
number

(iii) FP: predict the negative class as a positive class
number

(iv) TN: predict the negative class as a negative class
number

Precision is defined as

P �
TP

TP + FP
. (6)

,e recall rate is defined as

R �
TP

TP + FN
. (7)

In addition, there is the F1 value, which is the harmonic
mean value of the precision rate and the recall rate. Namely,

2
F1

�
1
P

+
1
R

,

F1 �
2TP

2TP + FP + FN
.

(8)

Finally, we use support to represent the number of
occurrences of each class label sample.
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(max(fi))/2>100

Count of unique values for continuous features.

cut(fi,q)

q=10
temp=(max(fi))/2

catboostEncoder

add Columns

q<temp

q=q∗10

End

Start

value_counts

fi:�e i-th continuous feature

continuous values into discrete values

continuous values into discrete values

Figure 2: ,e processing steps of the mgfg algorithm for continuous features.

(i) Input: F(f1, f2, f3, . . . , fm)//Continuous Feature Col
(ii) m: the number of feature cols
(iii) ε: 100
(iv) cut: Converts the f column attribute to the Q class
(v) Catboost_encoders: Converts the discrete attributes of the Q class to continuous values
(vi) for i� 1 to m do
(vii) temp� value_counts((fi))
(viii) temp � (max(fi))//2
(ix) If (temp > ε)
(x) for q� 10 do
(xi) temp_col� cut(fi, q)
(xii) fi_q �Catboost_encoders(temp_col)
(xiii) F.append(fi_q)
(xiv) q � q∗ 10
(xv) end
(xvi) end

Output: F(f1, f2, . . . , fm, . . . , fn)//Feature columns with different granularity.

ALGORITHM 1: mgfg method for continuous feature columns.
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4. Experiment

In this section, we combine the multigranularity feature
generation method proposed in this paper with Xgboost for
experimental verification. Experiments were carried out on
the KDD99, NSL-KDD, UNSW_NB15, and CSE-CIC-
IDS2018 datasets.

,erefore, we first introduced the KDD99, NSL-KDD,
UNSW_NB15, and CSE-CIC-IDS2018 datasets. ,en three
sets of experiments were carried out on the KDD99 and
NSL-KDD datasets. ,en, two sets of experiments were
conducted on the UNSW_NB15 dataset, and, finally, a set of
experiments were conducted on the CSE-CIC-IDS2018
dataset.

,e development language we use is Python3.6, and the
development tools are Anconda3, PyCharm2018, and
Xgboost0.72. Our hardware environment is 64-bit Windows
10 Professional, InteI(R) Core(TM) i7-8550U, 16 G mem-
ory, 256 SSD+ 1 T HDD.

4.1. Data Collection. Intrusion detection data is extracted
from network access traffic before it can be used for feature
engineering and model training. However, it is not easy to
collect real network access traffic data, so we use the classic
intrusion detection datasets KDD99, NSL-KDD,
UNSW_NB15, and CSE-CIC-IDS2018 as the experimental
data in this article.

4.1.1. KDD99 Dataset. ,eKDD99 dataset was developed in
a research lab at MIT, and IDS designers use it as a
benchmark to evaluate various methods and technologies.
,e total number of KDD99 samples was 4,898,431 with 40
columns of features and 1 column of class labels. In this
paper, 10% of all samples were selected as the training set
(hereafter referred to as KDD99 training set), which contains
494,021 samples. Category labels can be generalized into two
types, Normal and Anormal. Normal refers to Normal
network access, while Anormal refers to attack access.

Anormal can be divided into four categories: DoS,
Probing, U2R, and R2L, and Normal includes 5 types. As
shown in Table 1, each attack type has specific classification
signs, such as 6 classification signs under DoS attack, 4
classification signs under Probing, 8 classification signs
under R2L, and 4 classification signs under U2R. ,ere are
22 types of attack classification identifiers in total, plus the
normal identifier, and the total number of categories is 23.

For the test set, we select the corrected dataset in KDD99
(hereinafter referred to as the KDD99 test set), which has the
correct classification label, the number of samples is 311,029,
and the same is 41 columns of attributes.

Next, we further analyze the KDD99 training set. If all
data type labels are divided into normal traffic and abnormal
traffic, there are 97,278 samples of normal traffic and 396,743
samples of abnormal traffic. ,e number of abnormal flow
samples is about 4 times the number of normal flow samples,

(i) Input: F(f1, f2, f3, . . . , fm)//Discrete feature columns
(ii) m: the number of discrete feature columns
(iii) Catboost_encoders: Converts the discrete attributes of the Q class to continuous feature
(iv) for i� 1 to m do
(v) fi_col �Catboost_encoders(fi)
(vi) F.append (fi_col)
(vii) end
(viii) Output: F(f1, f2, . . . , fm, . . . , fn)//Feature columns with different granularity.

ALGORITHM 2: mgfg method for discrete feature columns.

catboostEncoder

add Columns

End

Start

fi:The i-th discrete feature

discrete values into continuous values

Figure 3: ,e processing steps of the mgfg algorithm for discrete features.
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and there is a problem of extreme imbalance of sample
categories.

If we further divide the exception types into 4 categories,
DoS, Probing, R2L, and U2R, the largest number of DoS
samples is 391,458, while U2R samples only have 52, which is
extremely unbalanced.

If we treat the specific classification identifiers as one
category, then there are 20 abnormal traffic labels and 1
normal traffic label in the KDD99 dataset at this time and a
total of 21 category labels at this time. ,e reason why there
are 21 categories here is that we have selected the intersection
of the training set and the test set category labels. At this
time, the number of Smurf samples is at most 280,790, and
the number of Perl samples is at least 3. ,e problem of
extreme imbalance of sample data categories is even more
serious.

4.1.2. NSL-KDD Dataset. NSL-KDD is also a classic dataset,
which can be regarded as an improved version of the KDD99
dataset. ,e dataset is preprocessed to remove redundant
and duplicate records.,e dataset included 125,973 samples,
42 columns of attributes for training, and 22,544 samples for
testing. So the total sample size is 148,517. Next, we also
carried out 2-classification, 5-classification, and multi-
classification analyses on the NSL-KDD training set. Next,
we also perform 2-class, 5-class, and multiclass analyses on
the NSL-KDD training set.

First of all, if the sample categories in the NSL-KD
training data are treated as two-classification problems
(Normal and Normal), then the number of samples of each
type is 67,343 and 58,630, respectively, and the data cate-
gories are balanced.

However, if the abnormal traffic types are subdivided
into 4 major categories (refer to Table 1 for classification
details), then the Normal category with the largest sample
size has 67,343, and the U2R category with the smallest
sample size has 52. ,e sample category has an extremely
unbalanced problem.

Finally, if we treat all the specific classification iden-
tifiers as a single category, then there are 21 categories in the
training set at this time. Among them, the maximum
number of samples in the Normal category is 67,343, while
the number of samples in the Perl category is only 3. It can
be seen that the sample categories are extremely
unbalanced.

4.1.3. UNSW_NB15 Dataset. ,eUNSW_NB15 [25] dataset
was created by the Australian Cyber Security Centre, which
contains nine attacks and 49 features. ,e nine attacks are

Fuzzers, Analysis, Backdoors, DoS, Adventurous, Generic,
Reconnaissance, Shellcode, andWorms.,e total number of
samples in this dataset is 2,540,044, which are stored in four
files. We choose UNSW_NB15_training-set.csv and
UNSW_NB15_testing-set.csv in this dataset as training set
and test set. Among them, the sample size of the training set
was 175,341, and that of the test set was 82,332. For the
training set, we make statistics of the number of dichoto-
mous and dechotomous samples, respectively. In terms of
dichotomies, the sample classification is relatively average.
In terms of ten categories, the sample classification is un-
balanced, especially for Normal and Generic classes, and the
samples numbers are 37,000 and 44, respectively, indicating
extreme imbalance.

4.1.4. CSE-CIC-IDS2018 Dataset. CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset
[26] is a collaborative project of the Communications Se-
curity Establishment (CSE) and the Canadian Institute for
Cybersecurity (CIC). It has become a diversified and
comprehensive benchmark dataset for intrusion detection.
,e dataset includes seven different attack scenarios: Brute-
force, Heartbleed, Botnet, DoS, DDoS, Web attacks, and
infiltration of the network from inside.

Since downloading the dataset required installing AWS
CLI, we downloaded it from Kaggle. After downloading,
there were 10 CSV files, each containing 1-day data. Con-
sidering the hardware performance, the file 02-14-2018.Csv
was selected for the experiment. In total, the file contains
1,048,575 samples, 80 columns of features, and 3 types of
attacks. After pretreatment, the actual number of samples
used was 1,044,751 samples with 54 column features. ,e
three attack types are Benign, FTP-Brute-force, and SSH-
Brute-force, with 663,808, 193,354, and 187,589 samples,
which are also unbalanced.

Based on the content of this section, we can see that, for
the KDD99, NSL-KDD, and UNSW_NB15 datasets, we need
to perform more accurate classification detection. ,e im-
balance of sample categories will greatly affect our final
detection effect. ,e problem of category imbalance is a
common phenomenon. ,e main performance is that the
model is more inclined to the classes with a large number of
samples, and it is easy to ignore the classes with a small
number. ,e common solution is to solve it by sampling.
However, the sampling technique is to increase or decrease
the number of samples in some way, which may improve the
generalization ability of the model, but there may be a risk of
overfitting.

For the problem of multiclass intrusion detection, the
imbalance of sample types is common. If this problem

Table 1: Classification of attack types.

Identify the type Meaning Specific classification identification
Normal Normal Record (Normal) Normal

Anormal

Denial of Service Attack (DoS) back, land, neptune, pod, smurf, teardrop
Probing Attack (Probing) ipsweep, nmap, portsweep, satan, etc.

Remote to Local Attack (R2L) ftp_write, guess_passwd, imap, multihop, phf, spy, warezclient, warezmaster
User to Root Attack (U2R) buffer_overflow, loadmodule, perl, rootkit
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cannot be alleviated, the final prediction result of the model
will inevitably be more inclined to the category with the
majority of samples, and the detection accuracy of the
category with a small number of samples will be very low.

4.2. KDD99 Experiment Results. First, perform three sets of
experiments on the KDD99 dataset. Experiment 1 mainly
verifies the model’s detection of normal and abnormal visits.
Experiment 2 verifies the model’s ability to recognize normal
and 4 types of abnormal visits. Experiment 3 is the most
accurate multiclassification experiment.

4.2.1. Experiment 1 on the KDD99 Dataset. ,rough
training, the classification result of the model on the KDD99
test set is obtained. It can be seen from Table 2 that the
classification results of our proposed algorithm on Xgboost
can reach an accuracy of 100%. Even if the sample ratio of
the training set is close to 1 to 4, there is a problem of
extreme imbalance, and the algorithm in this paper can still
classify very accurately.

4.2.2. Experiment 2 on the KDD99 Dataset. If the abnormal
access in the second classification is further divided into
DoS, Probing, R2L, and U2R, then 5 classifications can be
performed at this time. At this time, the DoS attack type has
the largest number of samples, which is 391,458 samples.,e
U2R category has the smallest number of samples, which is
52 samples. ,e ratio of the two is far more than 4 :1, and
there is an extremely unbalanced number of categories. But,
judging from the experimental results in Table 3, our
classification effect is also very good, with 100% accuracy for
all 5 categories.

4.2.3. Experiment 3 on the KDD99 Dataset. To further verify
the effectiveness of the algorithm proposed in this article, we
have further refined the four attack types of DoS, Probing, R2L,
and U2R into 20 attack types, plus the Normal category, for a
total of 21 types. Again, 21 categories are used as the classi-
fication target to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm
proposed in this paper. ,e reason for the 21 categories is that
this is the number of categories shared by the training set and
the test set. In other words, we only select categories that are
shared by the training set and the test set. At this time, the class
“smurf” with the largest number of samples in the test set has
280,790 samples, and the classes with the smallest numbers of
samples are “perl,” “phf,” “multihop,” “ftp_write,” and
“loadmodule.” ,eir sample sizes are 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9, re-
spectively. We can perform very good tests on the four cate-
gories of “perl,” “multihop,” “perl,” and “loadmodule.” For a

21-classification problem, as shown in Table 4, we can achieve a
classification accuracy of 99%, and we can also perform rel-
atively accurate classification for categories with an extremely
small number of samples. It can be seen that the proposed
method can achieve a certain level of category imbalance.

4.3. NSL-KDDExperiment Results. ,e NSL-KDD dataset is
an improved version of the KDD99 dataset, which solves the
problem of duplication and inconsistency in the KDD99
dataset. Below we will verify the effectiveness of the algo-
rithm shown on the NSL-KDD dataset.

4.3.1. Experiment 1 on the NSL-KDD Dataset. First, perform
a two-classification experiment on the NSL-KDD dataset.
From Table 5, it can be seen that the classification results of
the data generated by our proposed algorithm on Xgboost
can reach an accuracy of 100%. Our algorithm can classify
very accurately.

4.3.2. Experiment 2 on the NSL-KDD Dataset. ,en, a five-
classification experiment was performed on NSL-KDD. At
this time, the class with the largest number of samples in the
NSL-KDD training set is Normal, which has 67,343 samples.
,eU2R category has the smallest number of samples, which
is 52 samples. ,ere is also the problem of extreme im-
balance in the number of categories. But, judging from the
experimental results in Table 6, our classification effect is
also very good, with 100% accuracy for all 5 categories.

4.3.3. Experiment 3 on the NSL-KDD Dataset. To further
verify the effectiveness of the algorithm proposed in this
article, we have further refined the four attack types DoS,
Probing, R2L, and U2R into 20 attack types, plus the Normal
category, for a total of 21 types. Again, 21 categories are used
as the classification target to verify the effectiveness of the
algorithm proposed in this paper. As shown in Table 7, at
this time, the class “Normal” with the largest number of
samples has 67,343 samples, and the classes with the smallest
numbers of samples are “perl,” “phf,” “multihop,”
“ftp_write,” and “loadmodule,” and there are only 3 samples
for the “perl” class. ,e ratio of the samples to the “Normal”
sample is 22447 :1, and the problem of sample category
imbalance is quite serious. For the categories of “perl,” “phf,”
“multihop,” and “loadmodule,” there are 3, 4, 7, and 9 in the
training set. However, as can be seen from the table below,
we can all perform relatively good testing. In addition, for
such a 21-classification problem in NSL-KDD, we can
achieve a classification accuracy of 91%.

4.4. UNSW_NB15 Experiment Results. ,e KDD99 and
NSL-KDD datasets are a bit old and cannot represent
network attacks in recent years, so UNSW_NB15 is chosen
to further verify the algorithm proposed in this article. For
this dataset, we use its divided training set and test set to
perform two-class and ten-class experiments, respectively.

Table 2: Classification results of the proposed method in the
KDD99 dataset.

Precision Recall F1-score Support
Normal 1.00 1.00 1.00 24287
Anormal 1.00 1.00 1.00 99219
Accuracy 1.00 123506
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4.4.1. Experiment 1 on UNSW_NB15 Dataset. As shown in
Table 8, the indicators of the new dataset generated by the
algorithm in this article on the Xgboost classifier have
reached 100% classification accuracy.

4.4.2. Experiment 2 on UNSW_NB15 Dataset. In order to
further verify the performance of the algorithm, we further
carry out a more refined classification. 9 types of anomalous
attacks are detected, and there are 10 categories at this time.

Table 3: 5 classification results of our method in the KDD99
dataset.

Precision Recall F1-score Support
Normal 1.00 1.00 1.00 24394
DoS 1.00 1.00 1.00 97768
Probing 1.00 1.00 1.00 1028
R2L 1.00 1.00 1.00 308
U2R 1.00 1.00 1.00 8

Table 8: Binary classification experiment on the UNSW_NB15
dataset.

Precision Recall F1-score Support
Normal 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 56000
Anormal 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 119341
Accuracy 1.0000 175341
Macro avg. 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 175341
Weighted avg. 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 175341

Table 4: Multiclassification results of our method in the KDD99
dataset.

Precision Recall F1-score Support
smurf 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 164091
imap 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1
land 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 9
Normal. 1.0000 0.9990 0.9995 60593
ftp_write. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 3
rootkit. 0.7500 0.2308 0.3529 13
ipsweep. 1.0000 0.9804 0.9901 306
back 0.4015 1.0000 0.5729 1098
satan 0.9802 1.0000 0.9900 1633
neptune 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 58001
teardrop 0.4444 1.0000 0.6154 12
multihop 1.0000 0.4444 0.6154 18
loadmodule 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 2
portsweep 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 354
warezmaster 1.0000 0.0031 0.0062 1602
nmap 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 84
buffer_overflow 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 22
perl 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 2
pod 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 87
phf 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 2
guess_passwd 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 4367
Accuracy 0.9942 292300
Macro avg. 0.7893 0.7456 0.7211 292300
Weighted avg. 0.9976 0.9942 0.9927 292300

Table 5: Two-classification results on NSL-KDD.

Precision Recall F1-score Support
Normal 1.00 1.00 1.00 9711
Anormal 1.00 1.00 1.00 12833

Table 6: 5 classification results on the NSL-KDD dataset.

Precision Recall F1-score Support
Normal 1.00 1.00 1.00 9711
DoS 1.00 1.00 1.00 7460
Probing 1.00 1.00 1.00 2421
R2L 1.00 1.00 1.00 2885
U2R 1.00 1.00 1.00 67

Table 7: Multiclassification results on the NSL-KDD dataset.

Precision Recall F1-score Support
nmap 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 73
smurf 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 665
perl 0.2000 1.0000 0.3333 2
Normal 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 9711
satan 0.9986 1.0000 0.9993 735
guess_passwd 0.4861 0.3826 0.4282 1231
pod 0.9762 1.0000 0.9880 41
warezmaster 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 944
teardrop 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 12
ftp_write 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 3
rootkit 0.6429 0.6923 0.6667 13
back 0.2297 1.0000 0.3736 359
ipsweep 0.9929 0.9858 0.9893 141
buffer_overflow 1.0000 0.7000 0.8235 20
portsweep 0.9937 1.0000 0.9968 157
phf 1.0000 0.5000 0.6667 2
land 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 7
imap 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1
neptune 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 4657
multihop 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 18
loadmodule 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 2
Accuracy 0.9084 18794
Macro avg. 0.7390 0.7743 0.7269 18794
Weighted avg. 0.9006 0.9084 0.8995 18794

Table 9: Subclass experiments on the UNSW_NB15 dataset.

Precision Recall F1-score Support
Normal 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 56000
Reconnaissance 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10491
Backdoor 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1746
DoS 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 12264
Exploits 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 33393
Analysis 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 2000
Fuzzers 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 18184
Worms 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 130
Shellcode 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1133
Generic 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 40000
Accuracy 1.0000 175341
Macro avg. 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 175341
Weighted avg. 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 175341
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As shown in Table 9, the classification effect of our algorithm
can still reach 100%.

4.5. CSE-CIC-IDS2018 Experimental Results. ,e CSE-CIC-
IDS2018 dataset is the latest intrusion detection data. To
verify the performance of the algorithm, we selected the
data on February 14, 2018, for experiments. Table 10
shows the classification results on the CSE-CIC-
IDS2018 test set. It can be seen that the detection effect is
still accurate.

5. Discussion

For the problem of intrusion detection, most scholars
perform two-class detection, such as the DoS attack de-
tection work carried out by Al-Yaseen et al. in 2016 in
Table 11.,e accuracy of that method on the KDD99 dataset
is 95.75%. ,is is a good accuracy rate, but the KDD99
dataset is old after all. ,erefore, experimenting on the NSL-
KDD dataset is also a way to verify the effectiveness of the
algorithm. For example, in 2017, Wang et al. used

Augmented Features + SVM method to achieve a high ac-
curacy rate of 99.31%. In addition, the methods of Al-Qatf
et al. in 2018 and Ömer Kasim in 2020 reached a relatively
high level. ,e accuracy rates were 99.41% and 99.5%. But
they are all DoS attack detections. In 2021, ,aseen,
S. proposed a method of integrating multiple deep learning
methods through Xgboost, which achieved 99% classifica-
tion accuracy on the UNSW_NB15 dataset. But it may take
extra time to adjust the parameters. Our method does not
have too many parameters to be adjusted, and the classifi-
cation accuracy is not lower than his method.

,erefore, in contrast to the above-mentioned author’s
research, our method can perform five-category detection in
addition to two-category detection, and the five-category
detection includes DoS attack detection. It can be seen that
our method can reach a detection rate of 100%. Further-
more, we also conduct two-class and ten-class experiments
on the UNSW_NB15 dataset, and the detection accuracy
rate is 100%. Because the selected CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset
has a total of two attack categories and one normal network

Table 10: Results of three-classification experiments on the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset.

Precision Recall F1-score Support
Benign 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 219138
FTP-Brute-force 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 63565
SSH-Brute-force 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 62065
Accuracy 1.0000 344768
Macro avg. 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 344768
Weighted avg. 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 344768

Table 11: Comparison of two-classification test results.

Research Method Accuracy Dataset
Al-Yaseen et al. [13]
(2017) SVM+ELM 95.75% KDD99

Wang et al. [10] (2017) Augmented Features + SVM 99.31% NSL-KDD
Al-Qatf et al. [31] (2018) SAE-SVM (binary classification) 99.41% NSL-KDD training dataset with 10-fold cross-validation

Ömer Kasim [20] (2020) Label encoding + normalization +AE-
SVM 99.5% NSL-KDD training dataset with 10-fold cross-validation

,aseen, S [24] (2021) Xgboost +MLP+BPN+LSTM 99% UNSW_NB15
Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (binary classification) 100% KDD99 test
Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (binary classification) 100% KDD99 training dataset with 10-fold cross-validation
Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (five-classification) 100% KDD99 test
Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (five-classification) 100% KDD99 training dataset with 10-fold cross-validation
Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (binary classification) 100% NSL-KDD test
Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (binary classification) 100% NSL-KDD train dataset with 10-fold cross-validation
Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (five-classification) 100% NSL-KDD test
Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (five-classification) 100% NSL-KDD training dataset with 10-fold cross-validation
Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (binary classification) 100% UNSW_NB15 test

Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (binary classification) 100% UNSW_NB15 training dataset with 10-fold cross-
validation

Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (ten-classification) 100% UNSW_NB15 test

Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (ten-classification) 100% UNSW_NB15 training dataset with 10-fold cross-
validation

Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (three-classification) 100% CSE-CIC-IDS2018 test

Proposed method mgfg +Xgboost (three-classification) 100% CSE-CIC-IDS2018 training dataset with 10-fold cross-
validation
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access, only one three-classification experiment was per-
formed, and the detection accuracy rate was also 100%.

To further verify the detection performance of the al-
gorithm in this paper, we compare it with Iwendi C.’s
method [2], as shown in Table 12, because his method si-
multaneously performs two-class classification and finer
attack detection. For two-classification problems, our
method can achieve 100% accurate classification, whether it
was on the KDD99 dataset or the NSL-KDD dataset, while
Celestine Iwendi’s method achieves 99.8% and 98.98%, re-
spectively. Although it seems that there is not much im-
provement, for a classifier algorithm with ultrahigh
accuracy, it is very difficult to improve every time. For the
five-classification experiment, Iwendi C. has not verified it,
and our algorithm can also achieve 100% accurate detection
on the KDD99 dataset and the NSL-KDD dataset. For more
detailed multiclassification experiments, on the KDD99
data, the recognition rate of our algorithm is 99.42%, and on
the NSL-KDD dataset it is 90.84%, which is lower than the
result of Iwendi C., but, for the two classifications with the
detection results of five categories, our algorithm is better
than his method. In addition, we compared the algorithm to
the method of ,aseen, S. Her average accuracy of NSL-
KDD detection in 2016 and 2019 was 92.81% and 98.88%,
respectively, while in B. Riyaz’s test on NSL-KDD in 2020 the
detection accuracy rate was relatively high, reaching 98.88%.
However, they did not perform more refined classification
tests.

Further, in order to verify the effectiveness of the
multigranularity feature generation algorithm, we combine
the algorithm with multiple classifiers and verify it on
multiple datasets, as shown in Tables 13 and 14. ,erefore,
we combined the multigranularity feature generation al-
gorithm with decision trees, Bagger, and random forests and
performed two-class, five-class, and multiclass experiments
on KDD99, NSL-KDD, UNSW_NB15, and CSE-CIC-
IDS2018. For the two-classification experiment, all algo-
rithms can reach a 100% detection rate on the KDD99,
NSL-KDD, and UNSW_NB15 datasets. For the three-clas-
sification experiment, all algorithms can reach a 100% de-
tection rate on CSE-CIC-IDS2018. For the five-classification
experiments on the KDD99 and NSL-KDD datasets, the
detection effect of random forest on NSL-KDD is slightly
worse, and the detection rates of other algorithms are above
96%. For the multiclassification experiments on the KDD99
and NSL-KDD datasets, the detection rate of random forest
on NSL-KDD is 88.01%, and the detection rates of other
algorithms are above 90%. For the ten-classification ex-
periments on the UNSW_NB15 dataset, the detection rate is

also above 97.8%. It can be seen that the features generated
by the proposed mgfg algorithm have good distinguish-
ability and can achieve relatively high classification accuracy
on multiple classifiers and multiple datasets.

In order to further verify the effectiveness of the mul-
tigranularity feature generation algorithm, we compare and
verify it with the Catboost method. Because Catboost itself is
an integrated learning method, it can automatically encode
and generate features for numerical data and text data. We
compare the features generated by the proposed multi-
granularity feature generation method with them to further
verify our proposed feature generation method ,erefore,
we conducted further comparative experiments. First, we
directly use the original Catboost algorithm to experiment
with the original data of KDD99 and NSL-KDD. ,en the
features generated by the multigranularity feature genera-
tion method are sent to the Catboost algorithm for exper-
imentation. As shown in Tables 15 and 16, it can be seen that
the classification effect of our proposed algorithm on dif-
ferent classifications on the 4 datasets has been significantly
improved, which shows the effectiveness of the algorithm.

In addition, the time cost of the algorithm is also an
indicator for evaluating the algorithm. In order to further
verify the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, we next
compare our feature generation method with the CFS fea-
ture selection method in terms of time cost. ,e reason for
choosing the CFS algorithm is that Iwendi C. uses CFS to
perform feature selection. ,e CFS feature selection method
is a classic algorithm. Although it will select some features, it
will be faster during model training, but the process of
selecting features is more time-consuming. We call the CFS
algorithm in the skfeature library to perform two-classifi-
cation, five-classification, and multiclassification experi-
ments on the KDD99 dataset and the NSL-KDD dataset to
verify the efficiency of the algorithm in this paper. It can be
seen from Figure 4 that, on the KDD99 dataset, the time cost
of the CFS feature selection method is several times that of
our algorithm, and as the number of classifications increases,
this is particularly obvious. ,e time cost of CFS on mul-
ticlassification tasks is 1,2633 seconds, our algorithm is only
1,340 seconds, and the time cost is about 1/10 of CFS.
Similarly, as shown in Figure 5, on the NSL-KDD dataset,
the efficiency of our proposed algorithm is also better than
that of the CFS algorithm. For two-class detection and five-
class detection tasks, our algorithm also has obvious ad-
vantages. For multiclass detection tasks, the time cost of our
algorithm is only 1/22 of the CFS algorithm.

Finally, the total time spent on our feature generation
method and model training is compared with the time spent

Table 12: Comparison with other multiclassification algorithms.

Dataset KDD99 (%) NSL-KDD (%)
Classification Binary Five Multiple Binary Five Multiple

Research

Celestine Iwendi (2020) 99.80 - 99.90 98.98 - 98.60
,aseen S. (2016) - - - - 92.81 -
,aseen S. (2019) - - - - 99.23 -
B. Riyaz (2020) - - - - 98.88 -
mgfg +Xgboost 100 100 99.42 100 100 90.84
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Table 13: Results of mgfg algorithm with different algorithms on different datasets 1.

Dataset KDD99 (%) NSL-KDD (%)
Classification Binary Five Multiple Binary Five Multiple

Method

mgfg +DT 100 100 96.07 100 100 99.96
mgfg + Bagger 100 96.18 96.11 100 100 98.77
mgfg +RF 100 96.12 97.93 100 89.08 88.01

mgfg +Xgboost 100 100 99.42 100 100 90.84

Table 14: Results of mgfg algorithm with different algorithms on different datasets 2.

Dataset UNSW_NB15 (%) CSE-CIC-IDS2018 (%)
Classification Binary Ten ,ree

Method

mgfg +DT 100 100 100
mgfg + Bagger 100 100 100
mgfg +RF 100 97.80 100

mgfg +Xgboost 100 100 100

Table 16: Comparison of the results of the original Catboost algorithm and mgfg +Catboost algorithm 2.

Dataset UNSW_NB15 (%) CSE-CIC-IDS2018 (%)
Classification Binary Ten ,ree

Method Catboost 100 75.60 100
mgfg +Catboost 100 99.93 100

Table 15: Comparison of the results of the original Catboost algorithm and mgfg +Catboost algorithm 1.

Dataset KDD99 (%) NSL-KDD (%)
Classification Binary Five Multiple Binary Five Multiple

Method Catboost 92.67 92.38 97.59 78.95 92.38 85.98
mgfg +Catboost 100 100 98.22 100 99.99 89.65
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Figure 4: Comparison of feature generation time and cost on the
KDD99 dataset.
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Figure 5: Comparison of feature generation time and cost on the
NSL-KDD dataset.
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on CFS+model training. Although we have added some
feature columns on the basis of the original dataset, it may
make the model training time longer. However, compared
with the CFS feature selection first and then the model
training, our algorithm still has a greater time advantage on
the KDD99 and NSL-KDD datasets. ,is can be seen in
Figure 6. First, we use the CFS method for feature processing
on the KDD99 dataset and then use Xgboost, decision trees,
gradient boosting trees, random forests, and Bagger clas-
sifiers (XGB, DT, GBDT, RF, and BC) for classification
experiments. We sequentially perform two-category, five-
category, and multicategory tasks on the KDD99 dataset. It
can be seen that, for the two classifications, the time cost of

our method is less than half of that of the CFS method. For
five-category and multicategory tasks, our method takes less
time and cost.,en, as shown in Figure 7, we also conducted
algorithm comparison experiments on NSL-KDD. For two-
class and five-class experiments, our method has obvious
advantages compared with the CFS+model method, and, for
multiclass experiments, our method has more obvious ad-
vantages. ,e time cost of the CFS method is several times that
of our proposed method, which shows the efficiency of our
method.
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6. Conclusion and Further Work

,is paper proposes a method based on multigranularity
feature generation to be applied to an intrusion detection
system to verify the effect of attack detection on four datasets.
We carried out two-classification, five-classification, and
multiclassification experiments on KDD99 and NSL-KDD,
respectively. ,e detection results of the two-classification
and five-classification experiments reached 100%, and the
detection effect on the multiclassification experiment was also
at the leading level. For categories with small sample size,
there is a certain degree of differentiation. In addition, we also
conducted experimental verification on UNSW_NB15 and
CSE-CIC-IDS2018 and achieved 100% detection results on
some datasets. ,e limitation of this work is that as the
features of the dataset increase, more features will be gen-
erated when the multigranularity feature generation method
is performed, and it may take more time to train the algo-
rithm. In the future, dimensionality reduction may be con-
sidered to save training time.
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